Integrative Reconnective Aphasia Therapy
Recommendations
After Aphasia
By Brooke Lang, M.A., CCC-SLP
"After Aphasia" addresses the basics of Aphasia and how it affects
everyone differently, discusses the role of motivation in recovery,
provides examples of exercises supported by principles of
neuroplasticity, and much more! There is also an AUDIO VERSION and
a resource packet available for download!

The Brain That Changes Itself
By Norman Doidge, M. D.
Dr. Doidge explores the profound implications of the changing brain using
personal stories from the heart of the neuroplasticity revolution,
permanently altering the way we look at human possibility and human
nature.

The Brain’s Way of Healing
By Norman Doidge, M. D.
Dr. Doidge uses astonishing and moving human stories and reports from the
frontiers of an exciting field in brain science, putting it all together to help us
recognize how the mind, brain, and body, as well as the energies around us,
are all essential elements that combine in health and healing, offering hope
for healing and transformation.

Relentless
By Ted Baxter
Ted Baxter, a successful businessman and stroke survivor, tells his story of his
incredible determination and recovery.

Alphi, The Dog with Special Aphasia Powers
By Gail Weissman, MS MA CCC-SLP
The book is designed to educate family members of stroke survivors on how
to communicate best with loved ones who have aphasia.
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National Aphasia Association Recommendations

100 Names for Love
By Diane Ackerman

https://aphasia.org/stories/profiles-aphasia-paul-west/

A Stitch of Time
By Lauren Marks

https://aphasia.org/stories/invisible-effects-aphasia/

Love Stroke
By Kelly and Brad Marsh

https://aphasia.org/stories/stroke-become-caregiver/

My Stroke of Insight
By Jill Bolte Taylor

https://aphasia.org/aphasia-resources/my-stroke-of-insight-by
-jill-bolte-taylor-ph-d/

The Word Escapes Me:
Voices of Aphasia
By
Ellayne Ganzfried and
Mona Greenfield

https://aphasia.org/stories/word-escapes-aphasia/

Where the Light Gets In
By Kimberly
Williams-Paisley

https://aphasia.org/stories/kimberly-williams-paisley-and-pri
mary-progressive-aphasia/
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